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Abstract Nowadays, telecom industry faces fierce com-
petition in satisfying its customers. This competition thus
requires an efficient churn prediction system to identify cus-
tomers who are ready to quit. Such churn customers are then
retained through addressing relevant reasons identified by the
churn prediction system. Therefore, now the role of churn
prediction system is not only restricted to accurately predict
churners but also to interpret customer churn behavior. In this
paper, searching capabilities of genetic programming (GP)
and classification capabilities of AdaBoost are integrated in
order to evolve a high-performance churn prediction system
having better churn identification abilities. For this, fre-
quently selected features in variousGP expressions evaluated
through AdaBoost based learning, are marked and analyzed.
Moreover, the issue of imbalance present in telecom datasets
is also addressed through particle swarm optimization (PSO)
based undersampling method, which provides unbiased dis-
tribution of training set to GP-AdaBoost based prediction
system. Particle swarm optimization based undersampling
method in combination with GP-AdaBoost results a churn
prediction system (ChP-GPAB), which offers better learning
of churners and also identifies underlying factors responsible
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for churn behavior of customers. Two standard telecom data
sets are used for evaluation and comparison of the proposed
ChP-GPAB system. The results show that the proposed ChP-
GPAB system yields 0.91 AUC and 0.86 AUC on Cell2Cell
and Orange datasets, in addition to identifying the reasons of
churning.
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1 Introduction

Telecom industry has worldwide witnessed rapid develop-
ment amongst subscription based businesses over the last
decade. The number of mobile phone users has reached
nearly 7 billion around the world by the start of year 2015,
which is almost equivalent to world population [1]. Some
of the advanced countries already have more telecom sub-
scribers than inhabitants [2]. Therefore, telecom markets are
facing customer saturation and retaining customers is becom-
ing top priority for telecom service providers in order to
maintain stable profit. Moreover, it is widely accepted in
relevant literature that retaining a customer is more bene-
ficial practice than acquiring a new client [3]. Acquiring a
new customer not only costs more (5–6 times than retaining
a customer) but also requires a time period for developing
customer loyaltywith the service provider subject to the satis-
faction of demanded services.Whereas, retaining a customer
does not involve any additional marketing or other expense,
rather an attention to the resolution of customer’s concerns
is enough in most of the cases. Further, long term customers
generate more profit because they are not easily attracted by
other competitors and in addition, can refer new customers
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and eventually become less costly to attend. Thus a fractional
improvement in customer retention can considerably impact
the growth and sustainability of telecom business [4]. Con-
sequently, an accurate churn prediction system having better
interpreting capabilities is essentially required to identify the
churn customers and their reasons of churning.

Generally, classification approaches utilize customer char-
acteristics expressed in personal demographics, account and
billing information, and call details for predicting future
behavior of customers. Initially, data mining approaches
for churn prediction were primarily used to accurately pre-
dict the telecom churners. For example, decision trees and
neural networks have been used to develop accurate churn
prediction systems [2]. Various variants of Rotation forest
and RotBoost have also been explored for predicting tele-
com churners with higher accuracy [3]. De Bock et al. have
reported a hybrid learning system that combines K-means
clustering and a rule technique with an objective of attaining
higher prediction accuracy [4]. Similarly, a genetic algorithm
based neural network approach has been presented in [5] to
maximize the prediction accuracy of telecom churners. In
short, numerous data mining approaches based on individual
or ensemble classification methods have been used to attain
improved prediction performance for customer churn in tele-
com industry as given in Table 1. However, most of churn
prediction approaches utilize feature extraction, sampling or
both before employing a classification algorithm. Burez J.
et al have presented a comprehensive study analyzing the
impact of sampling methods in improving churn predic-
tion performance [6]. In their study, Random undersampling
and advanced undersampling methods were explored with
gradient boosting and weighted random forest for attaining
improved prediction performance. Moreover, it is also high-
lighted in the same study through using CUBE sampling
technique that applying sophisticated sampling methods do
not result significant improvement in prediction results, sup-
porting the fact quoted in [7]. Similarly, Verbeke W. et al
have reported that mere duplicating instances through over-
sampling does not offer considerable advantage in improving
prediction results [8]. This also supports the notion that only
duplicating minority class through random oversampling
or discarding majority class using random undersampling
may not improve prediction results [6]. Whereas in [9], a
PSO based intelligent undersampling method helps in the
improved learning ofKNNand random forest and thus result-
ing in better churn prediction performance.

Similarly, a number of studies have focused in using only
meaningful features for inducing classification algorithms
for telecom churn prediction. A set of features including per-
sonal demographics, bill and payment records, call details,
account information, services orders, line information and
Henley segmentation are provided to decision trees, multi-
layer perceptron neural network and support vectormachines

for predicting telecom churn [10]. Huang B. et al proposed
a multi-objective feature selection method using NSGA-
II for telecom churn prediction [11]. In another approach,
Bayesian Belief Network extracts most important features
to be used for customer churn prediction [12]. Likewise, in
[13] a hybrid two phase method based on feature extrac-
tion, has been proposed for predicting telecom churners. In
another approach presented in [14], certain number of fea-
tures from the call detail records of telecom customers is
derived and then logistic regression is employed for churn
prediction.

However, in a few approaches only, besides focusing on
predicting churners with higher accuracy, comprehensibil-
ity and intuitiveness of a churn prediction system are also
studied to identify the reasons of customer churn behavior
[12,15,16]. Thus, in this work, we propose an efficient churn
prediction approach, based on exploiting powerful searching
capabilities of genetic programming (GP) supported through
AdaBoost based iterative approach. The features frequently
selected in evolving GP programs over various AdaBoost
based iterations can be considered to identify factors repre-
senting churn behavior of telecom customers. The aim of this
study is to exploit the learning and searching capabilities of
proposed integrated approach (GP-AdaBoost) for developing
an efficient and intuitive churn prediction system. In addition,
PSO based undersampling method is also employed for cop-
ing with data imbalance in the proposed approach prior to
training of GP-AdaBoost ensemble.

The rest of paper is organized such that Sect. 2 discusses
proposedmethodology including details of theGP-AdaBoost
ensemble. The parameters of GP-AdaBoost ensemble is also
discussed in the same section. Section 3 presents the telecom
datasets used in this work. Results, discussions and compara-
tive analysis are made in Sect. 4. Finally conclusion is drawn
in Sect. 6.

2 Proposed methodology

GP has successfully handled various problems of cluster-
ing, regression, and discovering association rules. But, the
flexible and distinctive capabilities of GP make it an appro-
priate technique for classification [17–19] as well and so
thus for churn prediction. Likewise, AdaBoost is another
classification technique based on boosting, which works
iteratively to ensemble multiple weak classifiers. In each
iteration, a classifier is evolved by learning from the hard
instances that are not correctly classified in previous iter-
ation [20]. This work employs an ensemble classification
approach (GP-AdaBoost) based on incorporating the con-
cept of boosting in evolving various GP programs. A fixed
number of GP programs is are evolved per class in a single
iteration. Further, AdaBoosting extends the weight updation
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Table 1 Recent research work on telecom churn prediction

Title Methods Source

Bagging and boosting classification trees to predict churn Bagging, stochastic gradient boosting Lemmens and Croux [29]

Applying data mining to churn management Decision trees, NN Shin et al. [2]

Hybrid models using unsupervised clustering for prediction of
customer churn

C5.0 boosting Bose and Chen [30]

Handling class imbalance in customer churn prediction Random forests, weighted random
forests gradient boosting machine

Burez and Poel [6]

Genetic algorithm based neural network approaches for predicting
churn in cellular wireless network services

GA, NN Pendharkar [5]

Multi-objective feature selection by using NSGA-II for customer
churn prediction in telecommunications

NSGA-II Huang et al. [11]

Building comprehensible customer churn prediction models with
advanced rule induction techniques

AntMiner+, ALBA, C4.5, RIPPER Verbeke et al. [15]

Monitoring and backtesting churn models Logistic regression, decision trees Lima et al. [31]

Empirical evaluations of rotation based ensemble classifier Rotation forest, rotBoost Bock and Poel [3]

Applying Bayesian Belief Network approach to customer churn
analysis: a case study on the telecom industry of Turkey

Bayesian Belief Network Kisioglu and Topcu [12]

A hierarchical multiple kernel support vector machine for customer
churn prediction using longitudinal behavioral data

H-MK-SVM Chen et al. [32]

Reconciling performance and interpretability in customer churn
prediction using ensemble learning based on generalized additive
models

Bagging, random subspace method,
generalized additive models

De Bock et al. [16]

New insights into churn prediction in telecommunication sector: a
profit driven data mining approach

SVM, LSSVM Verbeke et al. [8]

An effective hybrid learning system for telecommunication churn
Prediction

K means, weighted K means,
inductive rule learning

Huang and Kechadi [4]

Improved churn prediction in telecommunication industry using data
mining techniques

ANN,KNN, SVM, decision trees Keramati et al. [33]

Improved churn prediction in telecommunication industry by
analyzing a large network

Logistic regression, MLP Kyoungok et al. [34]

A customer churn prediction model in Telecom industry using boosting Boosting Ning et al. [35]

Customer churn prediction in the telecommunication sector using a
rough set approach

Rough set approach Amin et al. [36]

Customer churn prediction in telecommunication industry: with and
without counter example

Rule generation algorithms Amin et al. [37]

Aprudent based approach for customer churn prediction Ripple down rules and prudence
analysis

Amin et al. [38]

over instance space. In this way, the optimization process
of GP is supported by AdaBoost to enhance the prediction
performance. Thus, capabilities of GP-AdaBoost ensemble
are used to predict churnerswith higher accuracy. In addition,
GP-AdaBoost also identifies the features which represent the
reasons for churn behavior of customers. The block diagram
given in Fig. 1 shows the proposed churn prediction system
(Ch-GPAB).

2.1 Pre-processing of dataset

The telecom dataset having anomalies like missing val-
ues or empty features, are tackled using filters provided
by freely available WEKA tool. Moreover, the nominal

features in the dataset are converted to numerical format
by grouping the instances in small, medium and large
categories; subject to the number of occurrences belong-
ing to each category [21]. The preprocessing of dataset
establishes a uniform numerical format in the training
set.

2.2 PSO based undersampling

Telecom datasets generally have fewer instances of churner
class and most of the dataset comprises of non-churner
instances. The imbalance class distribution present in tele-
com datasets mostly results in low prediction performance
of classification algorithms. The majority of non-churner
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the
proposed Ch-GPAB churn
prediction system
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instances in training sets tend to overwhelm the classifier
through biased learning, which ultimately results in lower
prediction performance. Oversampling is a resort for resolv-
ing the problem of imbalance in class distribution. However,
due to inherently large volume of telecom datasets, oversam-
pling is not a feasible option as it may result in even larger
sized dataset. Undersampling, on the other hand, down-
samples majority class instances by selecting discriminative
samples for yielding a balanced class distribution [9,22,23].
Therefore, an intelligent PSO based undersampling method
is employed along with a wrapped classifier, which yields a
balanced and discriminative training set.

Particle swarmoptimization based undersamplingmethod
[24] can be used to tackle the imbalanced class distribution
of the telecom dataset. A classifier is involved in undersam-
pling, which recognizes less informative instances of the
majority class. Such instances are removed and only good
instances of majority class are retained which are equal in
number to minority class instances. In this manner, a number
of discriminative subsets are produced comprising minority
and majority class instances. Each candidate subset is eval-
uated by using a wrapped classifier. The classifier evaluates
the fitness of each subset using area under the curve (AUC)
criteria. A frequency list is maintained that represents the
number of times an instance from majority class is selected.
Finally, a balanced training set is developed by combining the
frequently selected instances of majority class with minor-
ity class instances. Particle swarm optimization based under
sampling steers the particles in search space, while consider-
ing subsets of majority class instances as particles. Pericles’
movement is steered by their own best and swarm’s best posi-
tions.

We consider n particles in a population, where index i (i
= 1, 2, 3,…, n) represent a particle in the swarm, index j ( j =
1, 2, 3,…, m) indicates dimensions and t counts the number
of iterations. A particle having good AUC is selected as a
result of an iterative process. Following equations are used
for updating the velocity vi, j (t) and positionxi, j (t) of the ith
particle:

vi, j (t + 1) = w.vi, j (t) + c1R1.
(
pbesti, j − xi, j (t)

)

+ c2R2.
(
gbesti, j − xi, j (t)

)

(1)

xi, j (t + 1) =
{
0 : i f random () ≥ s

(
vi, j (t + 1)

)

1 : i f random () < s
(
vi, j (t + 1)

)
}

(2)

S
(
vi, j (t + 1)

) = 1

1 + e−vi, j (t+1)
(3) (3)

where pbesti, j show the previous best position and gbesti, j
represents the best position obtained by informers. c1 and c2
are cognitive and social accelerators, respectively. R1 and R2

are random numbers between 0 and 1, and w is the inertia
weight. The cognitive and social accelerators are indicated
as c1 and c2 respectively, whereas R1 and R2 are random
numbers between 0 and 1. Similarly, w is used for inertia
weight. Lastly, the ranking of majority class instances are
accomplished on the basis of their selection frequency in
model building as represented in Fig. 2. The most frequent
an instance is selected with regards evaluating its prediction
capability, the highest the rank is assigned to the instance. The
balanced training set is developed by combining instances
having higher ranks in the frequency list with the minority
class instances. m dimensional particle space is considered,
which corresponds in size, equal to the number of majority
class instances.

Empirical evaluation has been performed for selecting
suitable parameter values in GP-AdaBoot and PSO based
undersampling methods. After multiple experiments, best
parameter values have been selected as listed in Table 2 and
used in subsequent experiments.

2.3 GP-AdaBoost based churn predictor

Customer churn prediction is a binary classification prob-
lem [25,26]. Classification algorithms establish criteria of
deciding a particular class for a test instance, subject to the
values of certain features. In churn prediction, a binary clas-
sifier is induced with a set of instances labeled with correct
classes and then learned classifier is used to differentiate
test instances of churners and non-churners. GP is search-
ing method capable of attaining optimal solution [27,28] and
thus can be used to induce a classifier to be a churn predictor.

The role of AdaBoost in GP-AdaBoost algorithm is to
extend boosting in evolution of multiple GP programs per
class. AdaBoost iteratively evolves multiple GP programs,
where eachGPprogram recognizes those instanceswhich are
incorrectly classified in previous iteration. Boosting extends
theweight updation support over instance space to handle the
hard instances. TheAUC is used as fitness function. Introduc-
ing boosting with in GP strengthens the optimization process
and extends robustness in evolving multiple GP programs.
Besides improving the results, the boosting in GP-AdaBoost
also saves the time because in order to evolve new GP pro-
gram, the whole new population is not created rather weights
are updated over instance space for next iteration. The final
prediction of a test instances ismade on the basis of the higher
value, from a weighted sum of the outputs of GP programs
per class. The pseudo-code given in Fig. 2(a) shows the steps
involved in GP-AdaBoost algorithm. Figure 2(b) represents
the GP’s evolution is supported by weight updation through
Boosting.
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Fig. 2 a Pseudo code of
GP-AdaBoost algorithim b
prediction of test instance using
Ch-GPAB churn prediction
system

(a) Pseudo code of GP-AdaBoost Algorithim

(b) Prediction of Test Instance using Ch-GPAB Churn Prediction System
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2.3.1 GP-AdaBoost parameter settings

GP-AdaBoost algorithm approaches churn prediction as a
one class problemby treating churners and non-churners sep-
arately as represented in algorithm given in Fig. 2. P number
of GP programs is are evolved for each class using boosting.
The obtained results are summed up for each class and the
higher maximum output identifies the class of a test instance.

The parameters listed in Table 2 for GP-AdaBoost based
algorithm are fixed empirically after performing number of
experiments.

The Elite size identifies the number of GP programs per
class, which are evolved through boosting. For population
generation, 0.07 cross over, 0.90mutation and 0.03 reproduc-
tion values rates are set as 0.07, 0.90, and 0.03, respectively
for population generation. Higher value of mutation ensures
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Table 2 Parameter values used
in GP-AdaBoost algorithim

Parameter name Value

Number of generation 20

Number of GP strings per class 5

Fitness function AUC

Functions +,/,*,If,>,<,Pow,&,|,Max,Min, Exp,Log

Max depth of trees 5

Mutation 0.90

Cross over 0.07

Reproduction of new programs 0.03

Population size 100

Population initializer Ramped half and half method

Table 3 Characteristics of used
telecom datasets

Orange telecom Cell2Cell

Total instances 50k 40k

Total features 260 76

Numerical features 190 68

Nominal features 70 8

Data distribution Imbalanced(7.3% minority class) Balanced

Missing values Yes No

diversity for each consequent generation. Ramped half and
half method is used for population initialization while AUC
is used as fitness measure. GP-AdaBoost algorithm is used
to develop efficient churn predictor for telecom thus AUC is
the appropriate fitness criteria to be considered for evolution
of a churn predictor.

2.3.2 Datasets

The data sets used in this work are readily available on
internet and are mostly used in contemporary literature of
telecom churn prediction. Orange telecom provides a data on
its internet based resource [39]. The other dataset, provided
by Cell2Cell is available at Center for customer relation-
ship management Duke University’s website [8]. Orange
dataset is provided online with its original imbalanced class
distribution, whereas Cell2Cell dataset is preprocessed and
a balanced version is provided for research purposes. The
feature names in Orange dataset are hidden to keep the cus-
tomers’ information private. Some of the features in Orange
dataset have no value at all or have only one value. Con-
sidering the uninformative nature of such features, they are
removed from the dataset. Finally, both the datasets include a
few nominal features, which are transformed into their equiv-
alent numerical representation formaintaining consistencyof
numerical format in whole dataset. Table 3 represents impor-
tant attributes of both datasets.

2.3.3 Handling imbalance through PSO based
undersampling

Generally, telecom datasets have imbalanced class distribu-
tion because there are fewer class instances of minority class.
Particle swarm optimization based undersampling method
is used in proposed approach to diminish the imbalanced
class distribution of a telecom dataset. This undersampling
method selects the majority class instances, which are suit-
able for inducing decision tree classifier. Such instances of
majority class are combined in comparable numbers with
instances of minority class and a balanced training dataset
is obtained. Orange dataset comprises of 50,000 instances
where only 3276 are churner instances. After applying PSO
based undersampling, the training dataset has balanced class
distributionwith equal number of churners and non-churners.
Whereas, in case of Cell2Cell dataset, a processed version of
dataset is provided, that has already balanced class distribu-
tion (Table 4).

Compared to other random undersampling methods, PSO
based undersampling method is more effective for its capa-
bilities to remove those instances, which are less informative
for inducing learning to a classifier. The instances ofmajority
classwhich are higher ranked on the basis of evaluated fitness
are combined with instances of minority class to develop a
balanced dataset. Thus, PSO based undersampling avoids the
problem of loss of information caused by random undersam-
pling [9].
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Table 4 Class distribution of datasets after applying PSO based under-
sampling

Orange telecom Cell2Cell

Minority class 3276 20,000

Majoirty class 3276 20,000

Total 6552 40,000

3 Performance measures

When the predictor is developed, it is important to evaluate
its performance to assess how well it can decide about the
future conduct of telecom customers. AUC, sensitivity and
specificity based measures are used to evaluate the predic-
tion performance of the proposedCh-GPAB churn prediction
system. The said performance measures are employed due
to their popularity considered in contemporary literature for
the evaluation of classification approaches, which are used
for churn prediction [34,40].

Sensitivity and Specificity measures are defined with the
help of following counts: True positives (TP), false negatives
(FN), true negatives (TN) and false positives (FP), where
positives (P) refer to churners and negatives refer to non-
churners (N). Thus, P = TP + FN andN = TN+ FP. Equations
(4) and (5) represents sensitivity and specificity measures,
whereas AUC is computed with the help of formula given in
equation (6) [6]:

Sensi tivi t y = T P

P
(4)

Speci f ici t y = T N

N
(5)

AUC = 1∫
0

T P

P
d
FP

N
= 1

P.N

N∫

0

T PdFP (6)

4 Results and discussion

This section discusses the telecom datasets used in current
study and explores prediction performance of the proposed
Ch-GPAB churn predictor on these data sets. A comparative
analysis of Ch-GPAB with other existing approaches is also
included in this section.Theprediction results obtained in this
study are evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. A telecom
dataset (D) is divided into 10 subsets (D1, D2, D3. . .D10).
The subsets [∀i |D − Di ] fold are used in training phase
of Ch-GPAB, whereas Di folds are used for testing in
a single iteration ranging from 1 to 10. Final results are
computed by accumulating the results over all iterations.
Telecom datasets are usually of larger size and therefore,
10-fold cross validation becomes computationally expen-

sive. However, the results obtained using 10-fold cross
validation is considered to be more reliable. Two of the
commonly used telecom datasets are used in this study for
performance evaluation of the proposed churn prediction sys-
tem.

4.1 Performance analysis of Ch-GPAB

The proposed churn prediction approach is based on the
idea of combining GP and AdaBoost algorithms. In [41],
an intelligent churn prediction system is developed for pre-
dicting churners, however, the reported technique does not
have the capability of interpreting customer’s churn behavior.
Whereas, the proposed Ch-GPAB interpret the customers’
churn behavior through analyzing frequently selected fea-
tures in evolving multiple GP programs per class. Moreover,
proposed Ch-GPAB also attains improved prediction per-
formance by incorporating PSO based undersampling. This
work uniquely attempts of using GP-AdaBoost ensemble
classifier in combination with PSO based undersampling to
interpret customers churn behavior in addition to achieving
improved prediction performance. GP is well known inde-
pendent evolutionally algorithm, which offers flexibility as
well as interpretability to model many complex problems.
Similarly, AdaBoost extends better classification capabilities
through adjusting weights of hard instances. GP-AdaBoost
adopts the iterative boosting approach for weights updation
over instance space while evolving P number of GP pro-
grams. The GP’s evolution process is supported through
using boosting in GP-AdaBoost algorithm. Moreover, GP-
AdaBoostworks as a one-class classifier by evolvingmultiple
GP programs per class. Final output prediction for a test
instance is made using the high-level output obtained using
weighted sum of the outputs of programs per class. It is
observed that integration of the boosting in GP is efficient
both in terms of prediction performance and time required
in evolving P GP programs. GP-AdaBoost algorithm does
not need to create a whole new population of programs for
evolving each second program of a same class because of
a program specializing into the hard instances may already
be found in the population. This obviously results in time
efficiency.

4.2 Improved learning using balanced dataset

Tables 5 and 6 show the performance attained by various
classifiers for predicting churners on Orange and Cell2Cell
datasets. The imbalanced original orange dataset is used here
for experimentation. It can be clearly observed from the
results given below in Table 5 that all of the classifiers show
deteriorated performance on Orange dataset. Although, GP-
AdaBoost comparatively performs better but it is not up to
desired level.Whereas, in case of Cell2Cell dataset (Table 6),
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Table 5 Prediction performance on orange dataset

Orange telecom

Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Random forest 0.0049 0.9991 0.571

Rotation forest 0.0026 0.9998 0.583

RotBoost 0.0291 0.7212 0.601

GP-AdaBoost 0.3120 0.7501 0.631

Table 6 Prediction performance on Cell2Cell dataset

Orange telecom

Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Random forest 0.690 0.601 0.592

Rotation forest 0.646 0.666 0.610

RotBoost 0.664 0.632 0.699

GP-AdaBoost 0.87 0.891 0.910

used classifiers are performing well, where higher prediction
performance is attained by GP-AdaBoost. Results shown in
Table 5 clearly hint that imbalanced class distribution in train-
ing set induce the classifiers with biased learning, resulting
in suffered performance. The used classifiers perform well
on Cell2Cell dataset for its balanced class distribution com-
pared to orange dataset where data is highly imbalanced.
Therefore, a sampling methodology is required to be used
for settling the imbalanced class distribution of a training
set.

4.3 Performance improvement using PSO based
undersampling

This section compares the results of prediction performance
of Ch-GPABwith andwithout applying PSO undersampling.
Such a comparison facilitates realizing the actual perfor-
mance boost-up caused by employing PSO undersampling.
Figure 3 shows that GP-AdaBoost algorithm enhances the
prediction performance when PSO balanced training set are
provided for learning. Improved sensitivity and AUC bars
ascertain the fact that GP-AdaBoost is able to efficiently pre-
dict churners when PSO balanced training set is used.

4.4 Average performance of PSO based undersampling

Particle swarm optimization is a stochastic process there-
fore, we have performed series of simulations to validate
the effectiveness of the method. Sampling process involves
internal 3-fold stratified cross validation for creating bal-
anced training set. Decision tree is wrapped in PSO based
undersampling method and obtained AUC is used as a fitness

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Sensi�vity Specificity AUC

GP-AdaBoost Performance

Original Orange PSO Balanced Orange  dataset

Fig. 3 Performance improvement attained by GP-AdaBoost after
applying PSO based undersampling

evaluation criterion. Figure 4 shows the average performance
of PSO based undersampling method. 200 iterations are exe-
cuted in each PSO based simulation and the best evolved
AUC is plotted in a graph (Fig. 4). AUC is considered
as fitness criterion for the internal optimization. Figure 4
displays the deviation in AUC, computed over thirty PSO
simulations. Error bars represents, deviations of AUC from
mean value. The error bars are plotted with the condi-
tion of having standard deviation 1 on both sides of mean
value.

4.5 Improved prediction performance of Ch-GPAB

Table 7 shows the prediction performance of proposed Ch-
GPAB on the two datasets. The primary objective of a churn
predictor is to classify the churners with higher accuracy.
In this connection, the results reported in Table 7 clearly
demonstrate the appreciable prediction performance of Ch-
GPAB in recognizing churners. Ch-GPAB attains sensitivity
scores of 0.89 and 0.93 on Orange and Cell2Cell datasets,
respectively. Moreover, GP-AdaBoost, to the best of our
knowledge, attains best prediction performance (in terms
of AUC) reported so far on Orange and Cell2Cell datasets,
respectively. The considerable difference between predic-
tion performances on the two data sets can be explained
by different demographics of both data sets. But, over-
all the prediction performance is a favorable indicator for
Ch-GPAB system to be a reasonable candidate for indus-
trial use. As additional evidence to its good classifica-
tion performance, ROC curves are also drawn in Figs. 5
and 6 for both data sets. These figures clearly demon-
strate the efficient performance of GP-AdaBoost as churn
predictor.

4.6 Average performance of Ch-GPAB

Ch-GPAB churn prediction approach is based on exploit-
ing the capabilities of GP-AdaBoost ensemble classification
approach. Figure 7 shows the average performance of GP-
AdaBoost algorithm. GP-AdaBoost simulation is run thirty
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Fig. 4 Average performance of
PSO based undersampling

Table 7 Prediction results on orange and Cell2Cell datasets

Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Orange dataset 0.835 0.892 0.86

Cell2Cell dataset 0.904 0.933 0.91
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Fig. 5 Prediction performance of Ch-GPAB on orange dataset

times using parameter values given in Table 2 to observe the
average performance. The AUC attained by GP-AdaBoost
ranges between 0.70 to 0.91 over thirty independent simula-
tions as shown in graph given in Fig. 8. Error bars show
the deviation of AUC from mean value. Error bars are
drawn using standard deviation 1 on both sides of mean
value.

4.7 Intuitive reasons of churning based on frequently
selected features

Ch-GPAB efficiently predicts telecom churners and it is also
effective for investigating the churn behavior of customers.
In Ch-GPAB, P numbers of GP programs have been evolved
per class using boosting approach. Each evolvedGP program
comprises of a function set, which is developed using the
given terminals and available features of telecomdataset. The
features which are frequently chosen in P GP programs can
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Fig. 6 Prediction performance of Ch-GPAB on Cell2Cell dataset

be used to investigate the churn behavior of the customers.
The histogram in Fig. 8 (a) shows the number of times each
feature is selected in evolving GP programs per class for
cell2cell data set. The most frequent feature highlights the
significance of a particular feature in explaining the churn
behavior of a customer. The “marryno” feature identifies the
marital status of a customer as single. It is most frequently
selected feature from 76 available features of the Cell2Cell
dataset, which shows the significance of this feature in inves-
tigating the churn behavior of customers. Similarly, both
”truck” and “refer” are the second most frequent features,
which show, respectively, that customer owns a truck (prob-
ably because he is amay be a goods forwarding operator) and
referrals made by a customer. “dropvce” is in the list of third
most frequently selected feature from telecom dataset and it
shows the status of voice quality. Considering these features,
the potential areas can be marked, which may consequently
be explored by marketing managers for effective decision
making. Moreover, attractive tariff plans and other benefits
can be offered to a niche market through investigation of
the features frequently selected by Ch-GPAB. The features’
names in the orange dataset are hidden therefore frequency
reported in Fig. 8 (b) cannot be discussed for investigat-
ing customers’ behavior. However, numbered features can
still be identified and ranked according to their frequency of
selection.
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Fig. 7 Average performance of
GP-AdaBoost

Fig. 8 The frequency of
selecting different features in
evolving multiple GP programs
per class a Cell2Cell b Orange
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5 Performance comparison with other existing
approaches

The proposed Ch-GPAB churn prediction approach shows
better prediction performance compared to other existing
approaches as shown in Table 8. Ch-GPAB considerably
performs better in predicting telecom churners when eval-
uated on Orange dataset. In [9], random forest and minimum
redundancy and maximum relevance based features have
been exploited to predict churners from Orange dataset and
reported prediction performance was 0.751 AUC. Whereas,
the proposed Ch-GPAB attains 0.862 AUC. The prediction
performance of Ch-GPAB is also compared with a churn pre-
diction approach based on Gradient Boosting Machine [39],
which attains 0.737 AUC on Orange dataset. Decision trees
with boosting, are used as base classifier inGradientBoosting
approach, where it adopts a ranking based criteria for feature
selection. The instances of the training dataset are split into
1% quantile and then half of the training dataset is used to
calculate the mean response. The obtained mean response is
also applied to the other half, leading to the calculation of
AUC that grades the variables. This methodology is based
on imputations for preforming feature selection.

The prediction performance attained using Ch-GPAB, is
also compared with an AdaBoost based approach [42]. This
AdaBoost based approach is enhanced through using multi
armedbandit (MABs). In thismethodology,AdaBoostmakes
a pool of simple bases classifiers and then majority voting
criteria is applied for obtaining final predictions. This churn
prediction methodology develops the data subsets, which are
optimized through usingMABs and finally AdaBoost is only
employed to search these subsets instead of optimizing the
base classifier over the whole space. The results given in
Table 8 represent that tree and stump based learners with
AdaBoost, attain 0.725 AUC and 0.715 AUC, respectively.

In another study, a Bayesian network with oversampling
obtains 0.714 AUC to predict churn customers of Orange
dataset [8]. Our Ch-GPAB approach attains 0.862 AUC on
Orange dataset, which is best score on Orange dataset, to
best of our knowledge. Moreover in Ch-GPAB approach a
novel combination of AdaBoost and GP algorithm is applied
for predicting telecom churners. Proposed churn prediction
approachnot only achieves improvedprediction performance
but also offers interpretation capabilities for investigating
churn behavior of customers. The additional capability of
interpreting customer behavior using frequently selected fea-
tures inCh-GPAB is a considerable contribution to thefield of
telecom churn prediction. Almost all of the methods listed in
Table 8 focus only on accurately predicting telecom churners
with higher accuracy. On the other hand, our proposed Ch-
GPAB offers both higher prediction performance as well as
capabilities for investigating the reasons behind churn behav-
ior of customers.

Table 8 Performance comparison on orange dataset

Method AUC

Ch-GPAB 0.862

Chr-PmRF approach[9] 0.751

Gradient boosting machine[39] 0.737

Decision stump based model[42] 0.725

Decision tree based model [42] 0.715

Bayesian net (BN) based approach[8] 0.714

Table 9 Performance comparison on orange dataset

Method AUC

Ch-GPAB 0.910

Naïve Bayes (NB) based approach [8] 0.818

Table 10 Mecnemar’s confusionmatrix (Ch-GPABversus Chr-PmRF)
for Cell2Cell Dataset

Chr-PmRF + Chr-PmRF − Total

Ch-GPAB + 14,590 10,200 24,790

Ch-GPAB − 450 14,760 15,210

Total 15,040 24,960 40,000

Table 11 Mecnemar’s confusionmatrix (Ch-GPABversus Chr-PmRF)
for Orange dataset

Chr-PmRF + Chr-PmRF − Total

Ch-GPAB + 2610 1300 3910

Ch-GPAB − 22 2620 2642

Total 2632 3920 6552

Table 9 displays the performance comparison of Ch-
GPAB with other existing churn prediction methodologies
using Cell2Cell dataset. Ch-GPAB obtains enhanced predic-
tion performance on Cell2Cell dataset as well, compared to
Naïve Bayes’s results [8]. In Verkerke’s work, Naïve based
approach achieves good predictions results only onCell2Cell
dataset and lacks in attaining good prediction performance
on other datasets used in the study, resulting an inconsistent
performance. Moreover, in our Ch-GPAB system, 10-fold
cross validation is deployed to evaluate the prediction per-

Table 12 Mecnemar’s confusion matrix (Ch-GPAB versus RUS-
BOOST) for Orange dataset

RUS-BOOST + RUS-BOOST − Total

Ch-GPAB + 787 3125 3910

Ch-GPAB − 11 2629 2642

Total 798 5754 6552
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formance, whereas a single random split of the training set is
performed to evaluate performance in Verkerke’s work. Con-
clusively, Ch-GPAB shows improved performance of 0.910
AUC and 0.862 AUC for predicting churners from Cell2Cell
and Orange dataset, respectively (Tables 8, 9). This is high-
est prediction performance so far reported on both datasets.
Thus, proposed Ch-GPAB churn prediction approach shows
promising results in accurately predicting telecom churners
with additional intuitive and interpreting capabilities.

5.1 McNemar’s statistical test

We have also performed McNemar’s statistical test to eval-
uate the confidence level of prediction performance of
proposed Ch-GPAB system. In this regard, we performed the
comparison of Ch-GPABwith Chr-PmRF [9] and RUSBoost
[8] approaches using both Orange and Cell2Cell datasets.
RUSBoost uses random undersampling for coping imbal-
anced class distribution and then AdaBoost algorithms is
applied for classification. Tables 10, 11 show theMcNemar’s
confusion matrices for Orange and Cell2Cell datasets. + sign
indicates the truly classified instances, whereas—sign shows
misclassified instances. The number of instances correctly
predicted by proposed Ch-GPAB but incorrectly classified
by Chr-PmRF are 10,200 from Cell2Cell dataset as given in
Table 10. Similarly, 1300 instances are correctly classified
by Ch-GPAB, which are incorrectly predicted by Chr-PmRF
from Orange dataset as given in Table 11. Whereas, there are
450 from Cell2Cell and 22 instances from Orange datasets,
which are incorrectly predicted by proposed Ch-GPAB but
correctly predicted by Chr-PmRF. In comparison with RUS-
BOOST, the proposed Ch-GPAB correctly classified 3,125
instances whereas only 11 instances are correctly classi-
fied by RUSBOOST which are incorrectly classified by
CP-GPAB, as shown in Table 12. Therefore, the proposed
CP-GPAB shows good prediction capabilities to accurately
identify potential churners.

6 Conclusion

GP-AdaBoost algorithm in combination with PSO is pre-
sented as a churn prediction approach (Ch-GPAB) for
telecom. PSO based method undersamples majority class
instances and develops a balanced training set which extends
improved learning to proposed churn predictor, resulting
in enhanced prediction performance. Ch-GPAB approach
evolvesmultipleGPprograms per class usingAdaBoost style
boosting technique, which strengthens its classification capa-
bilities. Each GP program acts as a single class classifier and
a higher weighted sum of GP programs decides the final pre-
diction of a test instance, extending more confident results.
Integrated boosting in GP attains enhanced prediction per-

formance on both of the used telecom datasets. Ch-GPAB
attains 0.91 AUC and 0.86 AUC on Cell2Cell and Orange
datasets, respectively. Moreover, introducing boosting also
saves time because a whole new population is not created for
every second GP program evolved for the same class, rather
an improve GP program may already be found in the popu-
lation. Besides, attaining improved prediction performance
the proposed Ch-GPAB offers an intuitive interpretation of
customer churn behavior. Frequent features selected during
GP’s evolution can be analyzed for making effective market-
ing decision. Consequently, the proposed Ch-GPAB churn
prediction approach is believed to be beneficial for industrial
use.
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